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TII Group 
– MorE THAN THE SuM oF ITS pArTS

In the Transporter Industry International TII Group, 
the long-standing experience and know-how of 
three globally leading heavy duty specialists are 
bundled: the SCHeUerLe Fahrzeugfabrik GmbH 
in Pfedelbach (Germany), the nICOLaS Indust-
rie S.a.S. in Champs-sur-yonne (France) and the 
KamaG Transporttechnik GmbH & Co. KG in Ulm 
(Germany). Three strong companies, which have 
been doing pioneer work in the development of 
heavy duty vehicles for decades now, and which have 
been setting standards again and again as well as 
supporting their customers with the transportation 
of extremely heavy loads. This top-rate performance 
impressively underlines the technological edge and 
global market leadership of the TII Group in the 
heavy loads sector. 

SCHeUerLe, nICOLaS und KamaG are part of the 
business group belonging to multi-entrepreneur 
Senator e.h. Otto rettenmaier. The entrepreneur, 
who has been bestowed with many awards – among 
others the Order of merit of the Federal republic 
of Germany - Cross of merit, First Class – has 
invested in numerous areas of industry and in real 
estate. after the purchase of the SCHeUerLe 
Fahrzeugfabrik in 1988 and of nICOLaS in 1995, 
the Transporter Industry International GmbH was 
founded as holding for the heavy duty transporter 
manufacturers. The takeover of KamaG in 2004 
made the TII Group complete. 

The globally operating group represents state-of- 
the-art technology, highest product quality for trans-
porters and all in all more than 350 years of exper-
tise in the production of heavy duty transporters. 
no other company group in this industry can in 
total offer a comparable amount of experience as 
nICOLaS Industrie (founded in 1855), SCHeUerLe 
Fahrzeugfabrik (founded in 1869), and KamaG 
Transporttechnik (founded in 1969). SCHeUerLe 
was the first company that succeeded in installing 
the hydraulically supported axle with several axles 

in a row – the date of birth of modern heavy duty 
transportation. In many different industries, the 
three companies are today setting benchmarks  
internationally and they regularly establish new 
world records. Transporters of the TII Group move 
whole factory plants, ships or submarines, drilling 
rigs and other offshore platforms, molten slag, 
wind power plants or radio telescopes, and they 
transport their loads to the most remote and highest 
areas in the world. But also very manoeuvrable, 
hydrostatically driven vehicles which through their 
handling meet logistic requirements in very narrow 
spaces such as tunnels, underground or in logistics 
centres, are part of the product range. They solve 
the problems caused by extremely difficult logistics 
processes through their innovative developments. 

Highly qualified graduated engineers are rising 
to meet the new challenges time and time again. 
They implement customer requirements with great 
creativity and inventiveness. The heavy duty trans-
portation vehicles of the group are reliable and 
proven in daily operation whilst subjected to the 
highest loads. They are especially characterized 
by a very long service life. The integration of the 
companies within the group has been leading to a 
wide range of synergy effects that offer customers 
a high degree of flexibility and benefits. Centres of 
excellence for different applications at the locations 
of the TII Group are permanently providing industry-
specific further developments of the transportation 
solutions. 

Through the bundling of experience and expertise, 
the TII Group is more than the sum of the individual 
companies that it unifies under its roof. The group 
creates added value for its customers, and they are 
pleased to make use of this for their own success. as 
a long-term oriented family-owned enterprise, the 
TII Group is committed to face the future together 
with its customers.
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"I acquired SCHEuErLE, 
NICoLAS and KAMAG 
due to my technical 
fascination." 
Senator E.h. Otto Rettenmaier, 
multi-entrepreneur and 
owner of the  TII Group

Internationally known – the world’s biggest 
antenna transporter “Otto“ performing 

in the Chilean Atacama Dessert 
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HEAdquArTErS
Heilbronn - Pfedelbach – Ulm – Champs-sur-Yonne
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Paris

Germany

Sinsheim

Heidelberg

Frankfurt

münchen

Füssen

auxerre

CHAMPS-SUR-YONNE

Distance to SCHEUERLE: ~ 88 km
Castle of Heidelberg

Distance to SCHEUERLE: ~ 70 km
Distance to KAMAG: ~95 km
mercedes-Benz museum

Castle of Pfedelbach

The production site of KAMAG Transporttechnik GmbH & Co. KG.

Distance to KAMAG: ~ 130 km
Castle of neuschwanstein

Distance to SCHEUERLE: ~ 55 km
Car & Technology museum Sinsheim

City of Ulm

Distance to NICOLAS:  ~ 145 km
eiffel Tower

Distance to  NICOLAS: ~ 10 km
City of auxerre 

HEILbRONN
PFEDELbACH

ULM

Stuttgart

High-tech in the middle of picturesque landscapes 
and attractive towns

The Transporter Industry International is located 
in Heilbronn on the river neckar, for more than 60 
years now the home of the owner, Otto rettenmaier, 
and the headquarters of all entrepreneurial acti-
vities of the multi-entrepreneur. Heilbronn has a 
long tradition as an industrial town in the German 
state of Baden-Württemberg in the southwest of 
Germany, and at the same time is one of the largest 
wine growing communities of this federal state. In 
the city of Heilbronn, there is the “experimenta“, 
one of the largest science centres in Germany, 
where, following the tradition of robert mayer, the 
interest in engineering is awakened and promoted 
with more than 150 exhibits. SCHeUerLe has a 
close cooperation with the technical faculty of the 
Heilbronn University of applied Sciences concerning 
technical developments and the training of junior 
technical staff. 

The SCHEUERLE Fahrzeugfabrik is located in 
Pfedelbach, about 25 kilometres from Heilbronn. 
With 450 employees, SCHeUerLe is the largest 
production plant in the group. Semi-trailers, mo-
dular platform trailers, self-propelled modular 
transporters, industrial transporters and spe-
cial vehicles are manufactured and tested at the  
70,000 m² company facility. The community of  
Pfedelbach lies in the scenic “Hohenlohe“ region at 
the “Limes” World Cultural Heritage site. Splendid 
indeed is the picturesque castle and the museum of 
viniculture with Germany’s third largest wine barrel. 
From here, you can start trips to the historical town 
of rothenburg on the river Tauber or the world-
famous Heidelberg castle. It is also only a short way 
to the mercedes-Benz and Porsche museums in 
Stuttgart, Ludwigsburg castle, the Würth museum 
in Schwäbisch Hall or the internationally known 
Car & Technology museum in Sinsheim with many 
exhibits, which thanks to the transporters of the  
TII Group found their way to the museum. 

KAMAG Transporttechnik has its headquarters in 
the city of Ulm on the Danube in the south of Germa-
ny. KamaG’s focus is on the manufacture of indust-
rial vehicles, modular transporters and vehicles for  

terminal logistics, with its 220 workforce and com-
pany premises covering 45,000 m². It is not just 
the heavy duty vehicles made by KamaG that are 
outstanding but also the town itself with its history 
as an imperial city and the world’s highest church 
steeple of the Ulm minister, with 161 metres. In 
Ulm, tradition meets the modern, history with the 
future. This combination creates a unique atmos-
phere. numerous interesting historical buildings 
and following in the footsteps of famous people 
such as albert einstein, Johannes Kepler or max 
von eyth make your visit worthwhile. Ulm also has 
international reputation as a university town with 
its science parks. Located between munich and 
Stuttgart, Ulm is the ideal place to start a skiing or 
hiking trip to the alps, to visit munich and the munich 
Oktoberfest, or the famous castle of neuschwan-
stein in the beautiful alpine region of the allgäu. 

NICOLAS Industrie is situated in Champs-sur-
yonne in the Bourgogne region in France, about 
one and a half hours to the south of Paris by car. 
On company premises totalling 90,000 m², 200 staff 
members design and manufacture road vehicles, 
industry transporters, special vehicles and the 
largest tractor in the world, the Tractomas. The 
region is blessed with many romantic towns and 
villages, numerous cultural monuments as well as 
excellent red and white wines. auxerre, the capital 
of the yonne department, is in the vicinity. auxerre 
has a medieval city centre with interesting buildings 
and cathedrals of importance for art historians, 
the oldest mural paintings in France and a little 
harbour at the mouth of the Canal nivernais into 
the yonne river. The wine growing region around 
auxerre with its natural charm is world-famous for 
its tangy fresh Chablis. not far from nICOLaS is the 
archaeological site of escolives-Sainte-Camille, a 
Gallo-roman settlement with a vast collection of 
sculptures. It is only 145 kilometres from Champs-
sur-yonne to Paris. many customers of nICOLaS 
seize the opportunity for a short trip to the French 
capital with a visit to the eiffel Tower or a shopping 
spree on the Champs-Élysées.

The production site of NICOLAS Industries S.A.S.

Distance to KAMAG: ~ 160 km
„Wiesn“ – Octoberfest munich

The production site of SCHEUERLE Fahrzeugtechnik GmbH.

Distance to SCHEUERLE: ~ 170 km

Skyline of Frankfurt

FranCe
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1869
SCHEuErLE

Christian Scheuerle acquires a 
forge in Pfedelbach.

NICoLAS

nICOLaS files its first patent for 
"wheel motors".

1904
NICoLAS

nICOLaS develops a new lubri-
cating oil system and registers 
the patent.

1950
SCHEuErLE 

SCHeUerLe receives a major 
order for 200 lowbed trailers for 
the allied occupation forces.

1956
SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe develops the design 
principle of a hydraulically sup-
ported pendulum axle through 
which the arrangement of mul-
tiple axles in series is possible. 
The production of multi-axle 
heavy duty vehicles begins. The 
hydraulic pendulum axle is still 
the basic principle of modern-day 
heavy transport around the world.

KAMAG 

KamaG moves to Ulm to its 
present-day location.

KamaG creates and builds the 
first hydrostatically driven 7-axle 
ship section. In the following 
three years, 30 such vehicles 
are delivered to the shipbuilding 
industry.

1972
SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe develops the world's 
first electronic multi-directional 
steering for self propelled heavy 
duty transporters.
another groundbreaking innova-
tion through which the axles can 
be moved to any required position.

SCHeUerLe delivers a self pro-
pelled transformer transporter 
for the combined transport sector 
(road/rail). Payload 300 t.

1970
SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe designs hydraulic 
multi-directional steering for a 
ship section transporter which 
allows the pendulum axles to 
rotate in a 90° position through 
the steering wheel in the cabin.

CHroNICLE 1855 - 1972

KAMAG

Franz Xaver Kögel and Karl  
Weinmann establish the Karls-
dorfer maschinenbau Gesell-
schaft KamaG.

NICoLAS

nICOLaS develops modern heavy 
duty transporters with pendulum 
axles.

1949 1951 1965 1969 19711937

SCHEuErLE

Willy Scheuerle, grandson of 
Christian Scheuerle, establishes 
the Willy SCHeUerLe Fahrzeug-
fabrik and the first heavy duty ve-
hicles are produced.

1855 1884

1966
SCHEuErLE 

SCHeUerLe presents the first 
self-propelled vehicle with hy-
drostatically drive under the 
name "Willymog" at the Iaa in 
Frankfurt.

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe builds the first ret-
ractable bogie unit with all-wheel 
steering. The groundbreaking 
technology is being patented.

1939
NICoLAS

In addition to agricultural trans-
port vehicles nICOLaS produces 
first trailer for the transport of 
industrial goods.

NICoLAS 

nICOLaS produces first lowbed 
trailer for the transport of heavy 
industrial goods.

NICoLAS 

Development of the first 6-axle 
modular transporter equipped 
with a gooseneck complete with 
a hydraulic lifting device.

NICoLAS

Foundation of the company for 
the production of agricultural 
transport vehicles.

8 9

1855 - 1972
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CHroNICLE 1973 - 1996

1974
NICoLAS

nICOLaS is awarded the export 
Oscar.

KAMAG

KamaG presents the first coupled 
ship section transporter com-
bination for 2 x 400 t payload 
and builds the first ship section 
transporter with electronic multi-
directional steering.

1973 1975 1980 1983

1979

NICoLAS

nICOLaS develops the Tractomas, 
a powerful tractor for special ope-
rations on- and off-road.

KAMAG

KamaG receives its first order for 
special vehicles from the american 
space agency naSa.

WorLd rECord

With the delivery of the "Goliath" 
modular transporter combination 
for the transport of petrochemical 
installations weighing more than 
2,000 t, SCHeUerLe set a world 
record. The vehicles are still in 
service today.

KAMAG

KamaG develops the first hy-
dro-mechanically driven slag 
pot transporter with articulated 
steering.

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe develops the self-
propelled modular transporter 
system with electronic multi-
directional steering - "SPmT". 
Today, the SPmT is synonymous 
with this transportation technolo-
gy with which the world's heaviest 
loads are moved. Due to its con-
tainer dimensions, the SPmT can 
be flexibly used for transportation 
tasks worldwide. The first gene-
ration is still in use today. With 
over 8,000 delivered axle lines, 
and thus the largest international 
fleet by far, SCHeUerLe is the 
world leader.

1981
KAMAG

KamaG delivers the first hydro-
statically driven slag pot trans-
porter with a payload of 80 t to 
russia.

more naSa contracts follow for 
the transport of the space shuttle 
fuel tanks.

1987
WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe world record: road 
transport with 1,800 t payload. 
entry in the Guinness Book of 
records.

SCHEuErLE

Senator e.h. Otto rettenmaier 
acquires SCHeUerLe Fahrzeug-
fabrik on 1st February, 1988.

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe delivers the first 
fully automated unmanned trans-
port system (aGV).

NICoLAS

The environmental technology 
division offers new multi-functio-
nal vehicles for the maintenance 
of parks and green areas.

1989
NICoLAS

nICOLaS launches the first  
HySPeC transport system, a self-
propelled modular transporter 
with electronic multi-directional 
steering.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe world record: off-
road transport of 6,500 t.

KAMAG

KamaG builds the first self-driven 
and electronically steered aircraft 
recovery system.

1991
WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe delivers a mono-
block ship section transporter 
– with 700 t, worldwide highest 
payload for a single vehicle.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe world record: lar-
gest side girder deck in the 
world with a span of 43 m.

KAMAG

Development of self-propelled 
industrial glass transporter.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe world record: off-
road transport of 8,100 t.

1988 1990 1993 1995

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe develops the "Cargo 
master" series, articulated vehic-
les for ro-ro traffic in ports for 
moving containers and general 
cargo.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe world record: road 
transport of 5,000 t.

TII Group 

Founding of the TII Group.

NICoLAS

Senator e.h. Otto rettenmaier 
acquires nICOLaS Industry.

KAMAG

Delivery of multiple aGV systems 
for the transport of containers 
and coils.

1996
KAMAG

KamaG presents a monoblock 
ship section transporter with a 
payload of 600 t, a loading area 
of 150 m² and 96 wheels.

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe launches the new 
generation of the "InterCombi" 
series (36 t axle load).

1994
NICoLAS

nICOLaS develops three special 
vehicles for the arIane V pro-
gramme of the european Space 
agency.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe world record: off-
road transport of 11,000 t.

1973 - 1996

NICoLAS

The first side-by-side coupled 
ship section transporters with a 
payload of 150 t and 90° steering 
are delivered.

nICOLaS supplies the first driven 
modular platform trailer combi-
nation with a side girder deck with 
a payload of 500 t.
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1997 2008 2010

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe presents the new 
"FlatCombi" road vehicle series 
(extremely flat, axle load up to 
23 t).

NICoLAS

nICOLaS produces trailers, semi- 
trailers and self-propelled ve-
hicles for the transport of airbus 
a380 sections.

WorLd rECord

KamaG builds the world´s big-
gest slag pot transporter with a 
payload of 120t.

2002
NICoLAS

nICOLaS complements its mo-
dular platform vehicle system 
through the mHD and mDeD 
series with axle loads of up to 36 t.

2004
KAMAG

Senator e.h. Otto rettenmaier 
acquires KamaG Transporttech-
nik in Ulm.

NICoLAS

nICOLaS develops a new lowbed 
trailer generation – the Dollyneck 
semi-trailer.

WorLd rECord

World record with SPmTs from 
SCHeUerLe: off-road transport 
of a 14,350 t oil and gas platform.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe delivers a ship sec-
tion transporter combination for 
the transportation of up to 6,000 t 
megablocks in the shipyard.

2007
TII Sales

Founding of TII Sales, the com-
mon, internationally active sales 
organization of SCHeUerLe,  
nICOLaS and KamaG.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe delivers the world's 
largest antenna transporters for 
the international aLma project, 
"eSO". The "Otto" and "Lore" ve-
hicles transport huge radio tele-
scopes up to a height of 5,000 m 
in the Chilean andes.

NICoLAS

nICOLaS designs the new 
generation of self-propelled, 
electronically-steered “mHD 
SPe” series. 

2009
SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe develops the world's 
first "Power Booster". For use in 
road transport as an additional 
drive unit for supporting the trac-
tor, or as self-propelled module 
for in-plant operations.

WorLd rECord

SCHeUerLe builds the world's 
largest side girder deck – the 
“STB 1000” – with a payload of 
620 t.

SCHEuErLE & KAMAG

SCHeUerLe and KamaG launch 
the „K25“ platform vehicle.

2011
WorLd MArKET
LEAdEr

The TII Group receives 
the World market Leader 
award at the 1st German 
Congress of Global market 
Leaders.

SCHEuErLE & NICoLAS

SCHeUerLe and nICOLaS intro-
duce a new semi-trailer concept 
to the market.

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe develops the “Ultralight-
Combi”.

NICoLAS

Transportation of 25,500 t of steel on 
nICOLaS vehicles for the construction 
of the 7 km long Chong-Qi Bridge, 
China.

nICOLaS develops “Tractomas” with 
“PowerBooster” function.

2012

SCHEuErLE

entry in the Guinness Book of re-
cords for a transport on SCHeU-
erLe SPmTs in Saudi arabia.

KAMAG

KamaG develops the new gene-
ration of the “K24” series, self 
propelled modular transporter 
combinations for maximum pay-
loads.

2013
SCHEuErLE, KAMAG,
NICoLAS

market launch of the latest in-
novations: “K25 Power Booster”, 
“SPmT Light” and “SPmT Split” 
series, PowerPackUnit with 
hybrid drive technology, new  
generation of “mHD G2” with 
self-propulsion and electronic 
multi-directional steering, new 
wind tower bolster with a lifting 
and turning device, new rotor bla-
de adapter with a 60° lifting angle, 
new “Highway Trailer” for the US 
and Canadian markets, new ge-
neration of “euro Compact G3”.

WorLd rECord

nICOLaS placed an entry in the 
Guinness Book of records with 
the Tractomas 10x10 – with 1,000 
hp, the most powerful tractor in 
the world.

1997 - 2013

SCHEuErLE

SCHeUerLe develops the new 
generation of the "euroCombi" 
road vehicle series (axle load of 
up to 22 t).

SCHeUerLe realizes an unman-
ned transport vehicle complete 
with a wireless navigation system.

1999
KAMAG

KamaG is awarded a contract 
from Boeing aerospace Industry 
for the construction of vehicles 
with payloads of 200 t for the 
transportation of rocket motors 
for the new Delta space project.

2000 2003 2005

CHroNICLE 1997 - 2013
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HEAvy duTy TrANSporTATIoN 
oN puBLIC roAdS

Pressure vessel transport on modular platform trailer combination “InterCombi“ with the “Power Booster” for auxiliary drive



Flexible solutions

Construction machines, turbines, heavy transformers or oversize and 
heaviest plant components – heavy duty transportation on public roads 
means a daily challenge for logistics specialist and heavy duty freight 
haulers. Tight curves, steep inclines, highly frequented motorways, 
bridges, subways, narrow streets in villages and towns have to be 
negotiated, and adjustments made to suit uneven ground conditions. 
With its flexible vehicle concepts, the TII Group offers standardized and 
individual solutions for transportation tasks in order to move loads 
from 50 tons up to several thousand tons of transported weight on 
public roads. For transports on public roads, distances of several hund-
reds or even thousands of kilometres very often have to be covered. 
Products from the TII Group ensure that these exceptional logistical 
performances can be planned with great certainty due to their high 
reliability, and thus turn the entrepreneurial risk of long-distance 
transportation into a calculable event for the customer. During the 
preparation phase of long-distance transports, the relevant national 
and international approval regulations have to be considered for the 
vehicle design and arrangement of the combinations. 

Heavy duty transportation on public roads

1918

Series / Models

Compact Series

Superflex  
euroCompact

Modular Series

UltralightCombi, euroCombi 
FlatCombi, InterCombi 
mDe, mDeD, mDeL, mDeL r 
mDI, mDeLI, mHD 
K20, K22, K25 

Self-Propelled Series

InterCombi, mDe, mDeD, mHD 
und K25 in den ausführungen 
PB (PowerBooster), SP (self-
propelled), SPe (self-propelled, 
electronically steered)

Series for the Northern American 
and Australian markets

Highway Trailer 
HighwayCombi 
WideCombi 
Wide mHD 
Widening mDe

Tractors

Tractomas

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG 

The broad product range of the TII Group includes series featuring 
compact fifth wheel semi-trailers that can be given an international 
licence as well as different types of modular platform trailers with a 
range of load-bearing capacities, platform heights and vehicle widths, 
also adaptable to the relevant country-specific regulations. In order to 
optimise the payload of the technical and approval-specific maximum 
load-bearing capacity of the axles, the focus of the development is 
on a possibly lightweight construction type whilst retaining the rigid 
main beams. The basis for the road-traffic solutions of the TII Group 
is the hydraulically supported pendulum axle, which was designed by 
SCHeUerLe in 1956, and which has revolutionised heavy duty trans-
portation ever since its market launch. It allows for an even distribution 
of the payload on several axles by forming so-called support groups. 
Uneven ground conditions can be compensated for up to 650 mm and 
more. Here the hydraulic pendulum axle is particularly road-friendly. 
The all-wheel steering with a large steering angle guarantees the 
best possible manoeuvrability of the heavy duty transport vehicles.

Lateral and transversal coupled modular platform trailer combination “K25“ Oversize mining excavator on “MDE” modular platform trailer combination

Low-bed semi-trailer “EuroCompact“ with excavator deck
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overview of  
important heavy 
duty decks:

Self-propelled road vehicles

When the traction force of the tractor reaches its limits during heavy 
duty transports, then the innovative and highly developed drive systems 
of the TII Group provide support. For example, the PowerBooster 
technology – an innovation of the TII Group – offers additional drive 
capacity if required for negotiating steep inclines. Here, the Power-
Booster is an integral part of the modular platform trailer combination 
and supports the tractor (or tractors) with its traction force, which is 
automatically activated when needed.

For special operations, the self-propelled platform trailer combina-
tions (SP and SPe series) and self-propelled modular transporters 
(SPmT and K24 series) are used in heavy duty transportation on 
public roads. The drive axles of these platform trailers and modular 
transporters are propelled by coupled engine aggregates – so-called 
PowerPackUnits (PPU) – with a capacity of up to 350 KW.

Transportation equipment and accessories

Whether it is wheel loaders or heavy excavators, transformers or 
huge industrial boilers, extra-long pre-stressed concrete beams or 
reactors for the petroleum industry, with its transportation machinery, 
the TII Group offers its customers the right equipment to perfectly 
match their vehicle fleet: standard and customised excavator, slab, 
portal, lift lever or side girder decks, long material equipment such 
as transport swivel bolsters for oversized trailer combinations, split-
module type vehicles for lateral coupling to widen the support base, 
patented gooseneck systems with continuous adjustment of the fifth 
wheel load, drawbar equipment and much more. 

Flat bed deck

boiler deck

Spacer

Excavator deck

Side girder bridge 

Lift lever deck

Self-propelled 
transporter „Heuler“ 

620 t transformer loaded on the world’s biggest side girder deck “STB 1000”  in combination with “InterCombi” platform trailers

Long material transport on modular platform trailer 
combination with “PowerBooster” for auxiliary drive

Heavy duty transportation on public roads
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WINd ENErGy

22

Transport of a wind tower section  with telescopic wind tower adapter
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Wind energy

Innovative ideas for the transportation of
wind power plants

regardless whether it is offshore plants in the middle of the sea or 
onshore at very exposed, windy places – the dimensions of wind power 
plants are enormous. extremely long rotor blades, giant nacelles and 
tower segments, bulky jackets, huge tripods, oversized monopiles, 
thousands of tons of heavy gravity foundations, machine houses, hubs 
or transformers are pre-assembled at many different locations and 
then have to be transported from the production sites to the dock or 
to their place of destination on shore.

Equipment

Wind Tower adapter 
Wind Tower Bolster 
Wind Blade adapter 
Different type of decks 

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG 

For the transportation of on- and offshore wind power plants, the 
TII Group offers extremely robust, highly load-bearing but still very 
manoeuvrable vehicle designs with special transport features for 
segments of wind power plants. Both extremely long vehicle combi-
nations as well as flexible units are possible for the transportation 
along tight curves up to summits in the alps or coupled combinations 
for the transportation of heavy loads of up to 8,000 tons to the dock 
for loading onto the ship.
a large number of new developments have been implemented in close 
cooperation with our customers. For example, remote-controlled 
wind tower adapters with innovative, weight-optimised and telescopic 
adapter technology which easily adjust to the respective element.  

With them, wind tower elements and nacelles can be transported 
without any problems. a new side loader makes it possible to handle a 
tower segment directly at the place of assembly without requiring any 
additional mobile crane. The radio-controlled blade adapter can lift 
a rotor blade by up to 60 degree during transportation. In connection 
with a slewing device, abutments, trees, buildings and other obstacles 
can be circumnavigated. The drive axles of the PowerBooster – an 
innovation of the TII Group for modular platform trailer combinations – 
which can be additionally switched on and which are propelled by 
engine aggregates with a capacity of several hundreds of hp, support 
the tractor if required in rough terrain and on steep inclines. 

Transport of a rotor star

Wind blade transporter with radio controlled 
wind blade adapter with lifting and tilting 
device – Series with lifting angle of up to 60°

Tripod transport on “SPMT”  
combination in open compound
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pLANT CoNSTruCTIoN
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13,300 t offshore platform on “SPMTs”(Self-Propelled Modular Transporter). 
Modular Transporters of TII Group are moving the world’s heaviest loads and breaking world records over and over again.



From world record to world record

Plant construction and the offshore industry are time and again faced 
with new extreme logistical challenges. For industrial plants such 
as power plants, offshore platforms for oil and gas production and 
seawater desalination plants, oversized factory modules and plant 
components, which weigh up to several thousand tons and are often 
extremely long, have to be safely and reliably transported to their 
places of destination. year by year, our customers transport new 
record loads with self-propelled modular transporters from the  
TII Group which always attract a great deal of international atten-
tion. also the current world record, the transportation of a 14,350 t 
separation unit for the oil and gas industry, was carried out using  
TII Group heavy duty transporters – with 2,160 synchronously steered 
wheels and 9,400 hp used to transport the load.

Series / Models

SPmT  
K24 
InterCombi PB  
InterCombi SP 
InterCombi SPe 
mHD PB  
mHD SP 
mHD SPe 
K25 PB 
K25 SP 
K25 SPe

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG

Plant construction
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With more than 10,000 axles of the SPmT and K24 series – the “strong 
ones“ in the TII Group among the modular, self-propelled heavy duty 
transporters – the TII Group offers the largest fleet of this vehicle class 
on the global market. The SPmT (Self-Propelled modular Transporter) 
was designed by SCHeUerLe in 1983 as a special transport vehicle in 
modular construction, and was introduced to the market under this 
name. nowadays the name is synonymous for this type of transport 
technology. With their design in loadable container dimensions, it 
was possible for the very first time to bring heavy duty transporters to 
constantly changing destinations all over the world in a cost-effective 
way. Since that time, the SPmT and K24 series have developed from 
special vehicles to an indispensable universal transporter on all large 
construction sites all over the world. The availability of more than 
10,000 axles world-wide – with a calculative total payload that could 
transport 35 eiffel Towers with a tare weight of 10,000 tons each at 
once – allows our customers to rent vehicles modules or find coope-
ration partners with compatible vehicles in order to be able to carry 
out heavy duty transports of superlative dimensions. The coupling of 
different-generation modules here is guaranteed.

The very latest production and development technologies at the  
TII Group ensure highest quality, reliability and long service life of 
the transportation vehicles. The electronic multi-directional steering, 
another pioneering innovation by SCHeUerLe, makes transver-
sal, straight, diagonal, circlular and many other steering program-
mes possible. Single modules can be allocated under the load as  

Transport of a 5,000 t evaporator

11,000 t plant on “K24“ moduls

Offshore platform on “SPMTs“ modular transporters in Korea

Transport of an offshore plant on “MHD SPE“ 
platform trailor combination in Australia

desired – mechanically coupled or in loose coupling mode in an area 
of 1,000 x 1,000 m. The sophisticated electronics system ensures the 
synchronisation of drive system, steering, hydraulic lift and further 
functions for all transporter units integrated in the coupling mode, 
and allows for navigation of heaviest loads with millimetre accuracy. 



BrIdGE & TuNNEL 
CoNSTruCTIoN
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Transport of 1,200 t bridge sections on modular transporters in London
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Bridge and tunnel construction

Special solutions

There is never sufficient space on tunnel construction sites, mano-
euvring or even turning of vehicles on the soggy and unmachined 
surfaces is rarely possible. nevertheless, the transportation of heavy 
goods such as tubbing or machines to the places of utilisation has to 
be ensured also under these difficult circumstances. The TII Group 
provides professional transportation systems, which have been tried 
and tested for decades in real life, which have been designed parti-
cularly to meet the needs on tunnel construction sites. They feature 
extremely low construction heights with optimal loading capacities. 
appropriately-fitted tyres offer the best stability against overturning 
even if the centre of gravity of the load is positioned very high. The 
systems with their sensitive hydrostatic drive and the same driving 
speed in both directions allow for precise navigation in the very re-
stricted space of tunnels, and the extremely important requirement 
of moving in and out of the tunnel quickly without having to turn. 

Series / Models

Beaver 
Girder Carrier 
SPmT 
K24 
InterCombi SPe 
mHD SPe 
K25 SPe

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG 

Intelligent transportation systems are also needed in bridge con-
struction. This doesn't only apply to the movement of individual bridge 
components but also the navigation of completely pre-fabricated 
bridges. In this respect, the TII Group has revolutionised bridge con-
struction with the development of a mobile lifting system. With this 
system, bridge segments can be lifted, moved and anchored up to 8 
metres above the road surface. The lifting system is professionally 
coupled with a self propelled, electronically controlled transportation 
vehicle with hydrostatic drive. When using four individual vehicles, 
the lifting towers can be additionally equipped with swivel bolsters. 
This clearly increases the manoeuvrability. Both the transportation 
systems for tunnel construction as well as for bridge construction 
can normally be combined and coupled to form a loose coupling 
mode, either mechanically, or using just a data line. This makes 
them extremely manoeuvrable and they can navigate accurately to 
the millimetre even in very narrow conditions on the construction site. 

Tunnel construction transporter “Beaver“ with tubbing segments

Tunnel drilling machine on “SPMTs”

Lateral and transversal coupled “MDE“ combination

“Girder Carrier” bridge segment laying transporter

Bridge segment transport on modular transporters

Bridge segment on “K24“ moduls
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SHIpyArd INduSTry
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Ship section transporter for payloads of up to 1,000 t as single unit
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Shipyard induStry

Moving giant elements with utmost precision 

Huge sections of tankers, complete submarines, rear sections of 
cruise ships, the bow of a freight ship, enormous parts of an ice-
breaker – in shipbuilding, giant loads have to be moved around on 
the company premises and then placed with the utmost precision. 
This requires sensitive, manoeuvrable special vehicles which take 
on the handling and transportation of the heavy loads during the 
production process. The TII Group has decade-long experience in the 
development and manufacturing of transportation systems for the 
shipyard industry. With the development of the ship section transporter 
technology, the group has revolutionised the in-plant transportation 
of ship sections and set the global standard in shipyard logistics. On 
individual vehicles with loading areas of up to 200 square metres 
and more, ship sections weighing 1,000 tons can be moved with the 
extremely load-bearing and precisely controllable high-tech vehicles.  

Through the combination of several ship section transporters, it 
is possible to transport huge mega blocks which weigh several 
thousands of tons. The sophisticated pendulum axle technology with 
axle compensation of up to 700 millimetres, also on uneven terrain, 
ensures a balanced load on all tyres.  

With the self-propelled modular transporters with hydrostatic drive 
and electronic multi-directional steering, the TII Group offers further 
flexibly applicable product series for the internal transportation of 
ship sections or even of complete ships. Depending on the require-
ments, they can be coupled mechanically into a large transportation 
coupling mode, or they can be arranged in a loose coupling mode 
under load via a data line. 

Series / Models

Ship Section Transporter (SHT)  
SPmT 
K24 
InterCombi SPe 
mHD SPe 
K25 SPe

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG 

Transport of up to 6,000 t megablocks on ship section transporter combination

Transport of a yacht on “MHD SPE“ combination Submarine transport

Transport of a complete ship on „SPMTs“
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STEEL INduSTry

For the hottest job in the world – the Slag Pot Transporter is dumping 1,300°C hot slag
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A solution for every task

There are extreme working conditions in the steel industry. Hot slag 
with temperatures up to 1,300 degrees, molten steel, angular and 
dusty bulk material, metre-long glowing steel slabs or coils weighing 
plenty of tons put a strain on both staff and machines. In addition, 
the vehicles for internal logistics have to work reliably and safely 
under these extreme conditions and, at the same time, have to be 
cost-effective.

The TII Group has developed transportation systems for the logistics 
requirements in metallurgy which can expertly handle the extreme 
heat, dirt and heavy loads. as a full-range supplier, the Group offers 
vehicles for operations in the production process in steelworks which 
can cope with all transportation tasks along the value-added chain. The 
product range here reaches from ladle transporters for molten steel 
with payloads up to over 500 tons, slag pot transporters with payloads 
up to 150 tons through to slab transporters, industry transporters, 

Steel induStry

scrap basket transporters, U-frame dumpers and articulated steering 
units, compact coil transporters with covers protecting against all 
weathers as well as heavy load trailers with electronic steering and 
automatic retraction aid for the underriding of pallets. 

Series / Models

Slag Pot Transporter  
Ladle Carrier 
U-Frame Transporter 
Slab Carrier 
Industrial Lift Transporter with   
 cabin above or below the platform 
Industrial Lift Transporter with   
 integrated lifting system 
Scrap Basket Transporter        
Heavy Load Trailer 
Coil Transporter 
Straddle Carrier 
Cargo master S

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG 

Transport of Coils

Industrial Lift Transporter with scrap basket on a pallet

Industrial Lift Transporter with integrated dumping system

“Ladle Carrier”Articulated Scrap Basket Transporter on an 
Industrial Lift Transporter basis
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MINING

Mining Road Train: pulled by the world’s strongest truck “Tractomas“ with up to 1,000 hp



Safe and reliable under extreme conditions

modern mining and the mining industry have experienced tremendous 
technological changes. Where only a few decades ago trolleys and 
human labour were relied on to get the job done, nowadays large 
amounts of earth and rock are moved by machines specially desig-
ned for this purpose. The logistical challenge is, on the one hand, to 
efficiently transport the excavated materials for further processing 
and, on the other, to move the large, mostly difficult to move machines 
responsible for removing the overburden to their places of operation. 

The TII Group can look back on decades-long experience in mining. 
The group nowadays has a wide range of vehicles and modules for 
the transportation of giant excavators, earth movers, surface mining 
machines and conveying systems to the most remote mining areas 
in the world. The bandwidth reaches from electronically controlled, 
self-propelled units through to flexible lifting transporters and mega 
modules to U-frames and special vehicles. The strongest tractor 
worldwide with road use homologation, the Tractomas with more than 
1,000 hp, has asserted itself in the large mining regions of the world 
in the traction mode of raw material trailers in convoys – so-called 
road trains – and total traction weights of up to 550 tons at a speed of 
up to 80 km/h on unpaved roads or with up to 8-degree slopes from 
the pit. also during the transportation underground, flexibly usable 
transportation systems, as well as the unmanned so-called aGVs 
(automatic Guided Vehicles), perform a wide range of tasks. The  
TII Group’s mining portfolio is characterized by high robustness and 
a very long service life. Whether it is temperatures of -40 or up to +50 
degree Celsius or working in difficult, highly corrosive environments 
– the transportation systems of the group work reliably and safely 
also under extreme conditions. 
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mining

Series / Models

Tractors

Tractomas 
Tractomas mit PB Funktion

 
Modular Series

SPmT 
K24 
InterCombi PB 
InterCombi SP 
InterCombi SPe 
mHD PB 
mHD SP 
mHD SPe 
K25 PB 
K25 SP 
K25 SPe

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG

Transport of a stone braker

Giant mining excavator on “InterCombi SP“ units

Transport of a dumper on “MDEL“  semi lowbed trailer

Mining excavator on Self-Propelled Modular Transporters

Paddle wheel for mining excavators 
on “K24“ Modular Transporters

“InterCombi“ und “SPMT“ in an 
open compound moving a conveyor belt
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TErMINAL LoGISTICS

Providing quick  handling in swap body logistics with the „Wiesel“
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Terminal logisTics

Intelligent handling technology

The growth rates in road haulage are clearly increasing, and this 
is particularly true in the field of combined traffic rail/road and in 
the area of swap body logistics. This increasingly asks for special 
solutions in internal transportation processes in logistics centres, 
forwarders‘ yards, freight and parcel centres. at any place where a 
larger number of swap bodies, trailers and semi-trailers has to be 
shunted, repositioned and towed, cost-effective solutions for fast 
and safe moving are needed. The “Wiesel” product family designed 
by the TII Group provides optimal solutions for these requirements. 

Thus, customers can universally use the interchangeable lifting truck 
of the TII Group at their logistics centre as the Wiesel can accommodate 
all standard swap bodies due to the standard parking height of only 
950 mm along with the jumbo swap bodies, as the large-size swap 
bodies are called in the industry. additionally equipped with trailer 
couplings for drawbar trailers and low-coupled centre axle trailers 
or with fifth wheel coupling, all yard movements in a terminal are 
possible with only one machine. Highest operational comfort for the 
driver is guaranteed. There is only one step to use which provides easy 
entry to the lowered driver’s cab. With a joystick, the driver carries 
out all functions such as driving forward and reversing, lifting and 

Series / Models

Interchangeable Lifting Truck  
 „Wiesel“ 
Terminal Tractor   
 „TruckWiesel“

Manufacturers
KAMAG

lowering of the elevating platform, automatic locking of the swap 
bodies, and is thus able to move swap bodies, trailer or semi-trailers 
both quickly and safely. 

The terminal tractor of the TII Group, the “TruckWiesel“, has been 
specially designed for moving semi-trailers and is equipped with the 
same joystick handling. For this new development, the fast, safe, uni-
versal and thus cost-effective operation at the customer´s yard was 
the most important issue. all semi-trailers, such as container chassis, 
box body semi-trailers, curtainsiders as well as 1-to-3-axle semi-
trailers are safely accommodated and moved by the “TruckWiesel“. 
and because cost-effective in terminal logistics means fast moving, 
the fifth wheel plate can be lifted up to 1,600 mm so that the cranking 
of the support legs is no longer necessary for the moving process. 

Both the “Wiesel“ and “TruckWiesel“ are used by all major logistics 
companies, freight hauliers, parcel services and postal operators 
in Germany as well as in other european countries. What pleases 
the TII Group the most: components from the mercedes Benz truck 
programme are mostly used. This means that cost-effective and fast 
spare parts delivery within 24 hours is guaranteed.

Terminal Tractor  „TruckWiesel“

„TruckWiesel“ in action

Interchangeable Lifting Truck „Wiesel“

„Wiesel“
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AEroSpACE INduSTry

Last miles of the decommissioned space shuttle “Endeavour“ on “K24“ modular transporters. 
With a speed of 3 km/h the outer space giant is moving through the roads of Los Angeles.



Navigating sensitive loads safely and reliably

navigating satellites, missiles or spaceships to the launching pad, 
pulling rocket engines, stages, tanks into the production halls and 
positioning them with highest precision at their place of assembly, 
shunting whole assembly groups such as wing units and fuselage for 
the manufacture of aircraft, recovering and transporting damaged 
aircrafts or bringing aircrafts to their take-off position or manoeuv-
ring them into the hangar – aerospace industry is about moving and 
positioning highly sensitive loads safely and accurately. 
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AerospAce industry

Series / Models

aircraft Body Transporter        
rocket Transporter  
rack Transporter 
Transporter for large components 
Cargo Loader 
aircraft recovery System        
aircraft Tractor “TowBear”

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG

The TII Group is global market leader for special-purpose vehicles 
for aerospace industry. naSa, the american space agency, trusts the 
reliable transportation systems of the group just as much as many 
international airports where the aircraft tractors of the TII Group do 
their required tasks on the airfields. The group has set internationally 
recognised standards with their innovative solutions. The high-quality 
transportation systems have been designed for high payloads. They 
are based on tried and tested, patented technologies which have 
been developed by the TII Group. experienced specialist engineers 
further develop the vehicle solutions regarding application-specific 
requirements in close cooperation with the space agencies, airlines 
along with ground and service personnel. The result is high-performing 
and operator-friendly tailored designs and innovative special vehicles 
which fulfil their logistical tasks reliably and with high precision. 
Here, we pay particular attention to the ergonomic aspects as well 
as cost-effectiveness, maintenance, reliable provision of spare parts 
and technical support.

Aircraft Body Transporter

Special transporter for the transport of 
NASA service towers in Cape Canaveral

Transport of a booster rocket with the “ATK“ transporter

“Cargo Loader” for loading and unloading of huge aircraft components



SpECIAL vEHICLES
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20 m long, 10 m wide, 6 m high und weighing 130 t – in the Chilean Atacama dessert the world’s biggest 
antenna transporter moves in 5,000 m height giant 115 t radio telescopic antennas of the European Space Organization. 
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Special vehicleS

Series / Models

antenna Transporter 
reel Carrier 
railway Vehicle Transporter 
military Transporters 
automatic Guided Vehicles (aGV)
Container Transporter 
electric Powered Self-Propelled  
 Transporter 
Coil Lift Truck 
Glass Transporter 
Caster Transporter 
Press-Tool Changing Transporter 
Beater Wheel Transporter 
Cargo master (port logistics)
and many more 

Tractors

Tractomas

Manufacturers

SCHEUERLE  |  NICOLAS  |  KAMAG

unique transport systems 

Thin air at an altitude of 5,000 metres, hundreds of kilometres of 
dusty desert, freezing cold in the endless expanses of Siberia, weights 
that are beyond human imagination and giant dimensions that take 
your breath away – when the challenges for logistical solutions seem 
extreme or even impossible, the engineers and technicians of the  
TII Group begin to set everything in motion. In doing so, they use the 
very latest development tools at their disposal. The topography is 
taken into consideration, and of course the local climatic conditions 
or the requirements for the capacity of the systems as well as the 
strain on the materials that are utilized. This results in innovative 
special-purpose vehicles which are developed in close cooperation 
with the customers and which have been exactly adapted to their 
specific requirements. This time and again leads to completely new 
technical solutions which enlarge the product range of TII Group and 
also find their way into standard solutions. Quite often, these deve-
lopments have the potential of opening up completely new markets. 

For example, for the transportation of offshore cables with a dia-
meter of 7 to 14 metres, an approximately 17 m high and 11 m wide 
cable reel transporter with a payload of 500 tons has been designed.  
Innovative low-bed trailer technology with and without additional drive 
for extreme operations has been developed for the military sector. 
Several Tractomas tractors are operating in what is the world‘s largest 
coupling mode with platform trailer and side girder deck to transport 
transformers. Unmanned transportation systems (aGV, automatic 
Guided Vehicles) that the TII Group originally designed for harbour 
logistics are nowadays also used as internal transportation systems 
in the glass industry and other sectors. The TII Group frequently 
sets new global standards with its heavy duty vehicles and regularly 
establishes new records. 

Railway VehicleTransporter

“Reel Carrier” for payloads up to 500 t

Long distance transport with the power of several “Tractomas” in combinationTank Transporter with telescopic loading deck



 – ExpErTISE rIGHT FroM THE STArT!
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In order to be able to offer its customers the com-
plete innovative strength of the TII companies, 
SCHeUerLe, nICOLaS and KamaG have bundled 
the customer services for all markets and locations 
in a joint sales organisation, the TII Sales GmbH & 
Co. KG. With a wide network of representatives and 
own points of sale, TII Sales has the required global 
presence. In addition, TII Sales staff is present at 
many industry-specific trade fairs and act as the 
direct contact persons for customers and prospec-
tive customers. This guarantees a comprehensive 
consultation service for our customers on the spot, 
right from the start.

Our sales team reacts to the individual requests 
of the customers. Whether it is a new customer 
interested in a single vehicle or preparing an offer 
at short notice of standardized vehicle components 
to complete an already existing fleet, together with 
SCHeUerLe, nICOLaS and KamaG, TII Sales of-
fers the expertise and know-how to fulfil custo-
mer requests. This is also true for the complete 
changeover of an existing fleet or the solving of 
individual transportation problems. With the help of 
the extensive company database, the requirements 
can be quickly identified and discussed with the 
customer resulting in a fast offer. It is, for example, 
an integral element of all consultations to always 
look for possibilities of combining existing vehicles 
with new additions.

One very essential core competence of the TII Group 
is to develop individual customer solutions for spe-
cial problems of heavy duty transports: already 
starting with the first meeting with the customers, 
the specialists and experts from the individual com-
panies create customized transportation solutions 
in close cooperation with TII Sales. as early as the 
preparation phase, many questions concerning a 
particular transport already require clarification. 
The proficient engineers and technicians of the  
TII Group have the very latest tools at their disposal, 
such as the self-designed transport simulation 

programme SaLSa Plus: processes and situations 
can be simulated with millimetre-precision. The 
experienced engineers of the group know the effects 
of a particular environment on the systems and 
drives of the transportation modules and vehicles, 
and how they would have to be modified according 
to the local situation, or even undergo fundamen-
tal modification. This knowledge is invaluable for 
the customer. TII Group project engineers create 
application-specific solutions in close cooperation 
with the developers and technical designers. Here, 
they make use of the know-how of key suppliers. 
In close contact with the customers, the particular 
requirements with all their details are first deter-
mined and analysed in technical discussions with 
the customers. Then, the type of modifications 
that have to be carried out on existing models are 
checked, or what a new development would have 
to look like in order to fulfil the customer-specific 
requirements. 

also during order processing, the customer is con-
tinuously supported by the sales department and to 
ensure that the individual contractual agreements 
are implemented. This means, for example, that 
test runs are included in the order for customised 
transportation solutions. Instructions concerning 
the handling of new vehicles as well as maintenance 
are also elements of the order processing. after 
acceptance by the customer, the transporters are 
delivered as requested and are commissioned on 
site. TII Sales supports the customers through 
all these steps from the offer through to project 
implementation and the delivery.  

Staff members of the sales organisation are fre-
quently away on business around the world. They 
have extensive knowledge of the industry and have 
a skilled eye for individual solutions. For this, they 
use the very latest sales tools and thus safeguard 
the skilled implementation of customer requests 
right from the beginning. 
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Based on the high quality of their products, the 
service team of the TII Group supports the custo-
mers worldwide during the entire service life of the 
vehicles. Service team members can be reached 
24/7 via a free hotline. 

From the acceptance of new vehicles, training and 
instructions on the vehicle about modifications 
and overhauls through to repairs and the supply 
of spare parts, the TII Group offers all types of 
services which ensure the efficient operation of the 
vehicles for their customers worldwide. This range 
of services is accompanied by additional services for 
the customers. In particular, this includes support 
with the financing, procurement of used vehicles 
to other interested parties, consulting on planned 
transports as well as tailor-made service packages 
(national and international licenses, maintenance 
contracts, remote maintenance, etc.). at the official 
hand over, everything has been prepared, the licen-
ses and test protocols as well as the transportation 
papers including all necessary shiping documen-
tation are ready.  

Training
Based on the specific product data, documenta-
tion and the operator manual, training is carried 
out on the product which is focused on the actual 
requirements of the customer. The TII Group offers 
different types of training for the application of the 
products, both for new customers as well as “old 
hands“. This makes it possible for the experienced 
service staff to provide detailed answers to the 
individual questions.
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Modifications and overhauls
One important part of the range of services are 
modifications and overhauls. The customer is able 
to ensure an even longer-term utilization of the 
purchased vehicles with the help of targeted measu-
res, and here the service team is pleased to support 
you in selecting the best option for you. TII Group 
service staff are often away on duty all around the 
world because the contact and close proximity to 
the customers is of the utmost priority. The team 
consists of highly-qualified graduated engineers 
and technicians who are familiar with every screw, 
every hose and every valve of the products belonging 
to the group´s portfolio. 

Repairs and spare parts
When fast support is needed, the service team 
guarantees this through a global cooperation with 
service partners as well as with our own technicians. 
Comprehensive storage of spare parts provides 
invaluable help for repairs that need immediate 
attention. The TII Group offers a secure and gua-
ranteed supply of spare parts and small accessories 
for the whole product range and during the regular 
life cycle of a product, and thus provides operational 
reliability for the users. 

Services
The motto for our comprehensive range of ser-
vices is as follows: customized is better! Thus, 
the TII Group offers individual service packages 
for its extensive product portfolio from which the 
customers choose what is most suitable for their 
requirements. This includes, for example, offers for 
maintenance agreements, remote maintenance and 
update packages for steering units. The service team 
is pleased to provide expert advice concerning the 
relevant service products in order to permanently 
ensure investment security for the customers. 

For the simulation of heavy duty transports, the 
TII Group has a self-designed, sophisticated pro-
gramme called SaLSa Plus. The 3D-programme 
runs axle load and stress analyses, and calculates 
the stability against overturning during the entire 
planned route. The permissible axle compensa-
tion of the vehicle combination is simulated with 
the gradient function. The programme can create 
steering schemes for the selected combination, as 
well as dimensional drawings or load diagrams. 
Load cases for lateral and longitudinal inclinations, 
breaking, wind or cornering can be set using specific 
parameters, and the axle load distribution as well 
as the stability against overturning can therefore 
be calculated in context with the respective til-
ting line. Tractrix curves can also be set up. This 
transport simulation programme is unique in the 
whole industry.  

all of this supports the TII Group company philoso-
phy: only the very best for our customers!

SErvICE – LIFE-LoNG pArTNErSHIp
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